
Introduction

It is an essential property of diversity indices that in-

creases in the abundance or frequency of the most fre-

quent species result in a decline in diversity, whereas in-

creases in the abundance of the rarest species lead to an

increase in diversity. At the same time, without resort to

mathematical operations, it is difficult to determine the

sign and measure of alteration in diversity when increas-

ing an additional frequency while leaving all others unal-

tered. Data on diversity index sensitivity are well repre-

sented in the literature beginning in the 1970s (Peet 1974,

Smith and Grassle 1977, Kempton and Wedderburn 1978,

Magurran 1988, chap. 4). Some years later numerical ex-

periments were carried out by Boyle (1990). The general

mathematical background and certain other aspects of

sensitivity analyses have been touched upon by Taillie

and Patil (1979) and by Patil and Taillie (1982). Schmid

(1991) has developed a sensitivity concept closely related

to the transfer principle for inequality measures used

mainly in economics. It is well-known that counterparts

of these measures can be regarded as evenness measures.

Following these methodological explorations, an ade-

quate mathematical background to sensitivity analysis

was worked out by Izsák (1991, 1992, 1996). Sub-

sequently, the authors of the present article briefly dis-

cussed an ecological case study in a paper on several

methodological possibilities of diversity investigations

(Izsák and Papp 1994) and developed a computer pro-

gram for sensitivity calculations (Izsák 1998). In the pre-

sent article we discuss in more detail the possibilities of

sensitivity analysis of diversity indices, while also focuss-

ing on several practical aspects. For example, we intro-

duce a simple sensitivity parameter which provides a joint

characterisation of various sensitivity properties of diver-

sity indices. We also touch upon the ecological applica-

bility and feasibility of index sensitivity studies. Our aim

is to call the attention of ecologists to the usefulness of

additional data on diversity relations which can be ob-

tained with a minimum of extra effort.

The outlined sensitivity analysis facilitates develop-

ment of a more flexible means of representation with re-
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spect to the relations between diversity and changes in the

community structure.

Materials and methods

As test samples we chose the species frequencies in

dipterous assemblages of brook valleys in the low moun-

tains of Hungary. Simultaneously and at the same 4 sites,

collections of both Drosophilidae and synanthropic flies

were obtained with the aid of apple-bait and Gregor-Po-

volny traps baited with human faeces, respectively, in

1988-1990. The collections numbered 8895 drosophilid

specimens of 40 species and 9191 synanthropic fly speci-

mens of approximately 200 species. Descriptions of the

sites and collection methods can be found in Papp (1992,

1993a). In the present study, we analyse the frequencies

at the Aggtelek site (valley of the Ménes Brook, 150 me-

tres downstream from its source, in Aggtelek National

Park, Aggtelek, Hungary), where 10 Drosophilidae sam-

ples yielded 1691 specimens of 31 species (Papp 1992,

Izsák and Papp 1994) and 9 synanthropic samples 3701

specimens of 10 species (Papp 1993a). Although the sam-

ple sizes are seemingly large, the large number of single-

tons (56 singletons among the synanthropic flies) indi-

cates the high sample variability.

Sensitivity calculations

The mathematical background to the sensitivity

analysis has been described elsewhere (Izsák 1991, 1992,

Izsák and Papp 1994).

Denote with D the diversity function. The linear ap-

proximation of the change in the index value D(n�/n, n�/n,

…, n�/n), obtained by increasing the frequency n� to n� +

tn� and fixing the other frequencies, is:

δ�� = (∂ / ∂x�) D(x�/x, x�/x, …, x�/x) · t · n�

(k = 1, 2, …, s).

Here n = Σn�, x = Σx� and x = (x�, x�, …, x�) is the con-

tinuous form of the n = (n�, n�, …, n�) frequency vector.

We believe that analysing the effects of fixed proportion-

ate changes in the abundances is a more reasonable pro-

cedure than analysing the effects due to fixed absolute

changes. According to the above formula, charac-

terisation of the sensitivity relating to the same propor-

tionate partial increase in the frequencies can be obtained

with the quantities:

∆��
= δ��/t = (∂ / ∂x�) D(x�/x, x�/x, …, x�/x)|x=n . n�

(k = 1, 2, …, s).

To clarify the meaning of δ�� and ∆��, take the Shannon

index H. The concrete form of δ�� is now:

(Izsák 1992). For example, for the abundance vector of

the sample from synanthropic flies (1442, 288, 218, …,

1); see Table 1, where the sample size is 3701 and ∆�� =

∆��equates to 0.0267. That is, by increasing the frequency

63 to 63 + 0.10 · 63 ≈ 69, the linear approximation of the

change in H is 0.10 · 0.0267 = 0.00267, which is a rather

small value relative to the original value 2.5878. Similar

small changes can be obtained for almost all other fre-

quencies. All of these are positive, with the exception of

244 and 1442. The only essential change in H following

a 10 percent change in the frequency belongs to 1442.

This change of the index value is 0.10 · (-0.8721) =

-0.08721.

Why not drop whole frequency when studying sensi-

tivity relations, as it is reasonable to ask? Although, this

is undoubtedly another possible approach to the problem,

such a radical change in the species structure is mostly

unnatural. Another direct numerical method of sensitivity

analysis could involve partial increase of the frequencies,

e.g., by five percent, and recalculation of the index value

after each perturbation. The change in the index is the dif-

ference between the original and new index value.

Switching over to another t percent increase of the fre-

quencies, the change in the index value is approximately

the former one multiplied by t/5. Unfortunately, ecolo-

gists do not employ even this rather simple sensitivity

analysis! Naturally, the same can be done in the case of

the more exact mathematical method. Continuing with

the example, after the above calculations it is easy to give

the change in H by changing the frequency 63 to 63-0.05

· 63 ≈ 60. The result is a change of –0.05 · 0.0267, that is

a 0.00133 decrease (!) in H. In addition, our mathematical

method and the formulae on sensitivity also make possi-

ble a formal mathematical analysis of sensitivity proper-

ties, which is impossible in the case of such numerical ex-

periments.

Numerical calculations were performed using the ap-

propriate routine in the DIVERSI 1.1 program package

(Izsák 1998). We analysed the sensitivity of the following

indices: Hurlbert indices E� with m = 2 and m = 50, Shan-

non index H and Hill index N� with a = 0.5. Choice of

these indices can be justified on the following grounds.
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Index E� is extremely sensitive to changes in small fre-

quencies. A further motivation is that E� equals to 1 + GS,

where GS = Σ�(n�/Σn�)
�

is the widely used Gini-Simpson

index. Thus, by analysing the sensitivity of E�, we also

analyse the sensitivity of the well-known Gini-Simpson

index. H is the most frequently used diversity index. Simi-

larly to E, H also overemphasises the changes in the lead-

ing frequencies. Index E��, another member of the E� in-

dex family with a rather large m parameter, is less

sensitive to changes in the largest frequencies than are E�

indices with a small m parameter. The literature (Hill

1973, Kempton 1979) and our own experience (Izsák and

Juhász-Nagy 1984) suggest that this is also true of N� in-

dices with small a parameters. To sum up, we analysed

the sensitivity of two indices (E� and H) with high sensi-

tivity and two other ones (E�� and N���) with relatively

low sensitivity to changes in the largest frequencies.

The concrete form of ∆�� for the Shannon index is

given above. The formulae for the parametric indices E	

and N
 are the following.

Hurlbert index, E	 :

(Izsák 1991).

Hill index, N
 (a > 0):

(Izsák and Papp 1994).

The computed sensitivities are given in Tables 1 and

2. For a good overview of the results, it is practical to con-

struct so-called sensitivity profiles, obtained by plotting

the sensitivities or index responses against the frequencies

(Figs 2-3). Actually, for practical purposes, we plotted the

relative sensitivities or index responses ∆/∆���against the

logarithms of n�, where ∆��� is the maximum of the posi-

tive sensitivity values yielded. In this case, the maximal

ordinate value is 1. Following standard practice, in the

case of the rank – abundance curves (Fig. 1) we plotted all

(r, ∆�) points even if ∆� = ∆�	� =… . The exception is fre-

quency 1; where we plotted a single point (rank of 1; log

1) = (rank of 1; 0).

We recall our remark on the sign of ∆: if one were to

investigate the index response to a decrease of the fre-

quencies at a fixed proportion, the new sensitivity profile

could be obtained by mirroring the original profile on the

horizontal axis. The normalisation has no practical influ-

ence on the intersection of the profiles with the horizontal

axis. Similarly, normalising does not influence the maxi-

mum site of the sensitivity profile. (We will take up this

position parameter in the following section.) The index

response relating to the largest frequency and possibly

some following frequencies are negative numbers with

extremely large absolute value. For practical purposes, we

omitted the points concerned from the profiles. On the

other hand, these sensitivity data, presented in Tables 1-2,

are very informative.

Results and discussion

To gain general information on the community struc-

tures, we fitted the truncated lognormal abundance model

to both species abundance sets. The model fits both of

them well. The chi-square value is 4.84 (df = 7) with the

synanthropic flies and 8.03 (df = 7) with the drosophilid

flies. The critical chi-square level with this degree of free-

dom is 14.07 for p = 0.05 and 18.47 for p = 0.01. Further

impressions of the community structure can be obtained

by constructing rank – abundance curves. Actually, for

practical purposes, we plotted the logarithms of the de-

creasingly ordered abundances against their rank.

As is well known, the rank – log(abundance) curve

shows in the case of lognormally distributed abundances

a characteristic, nearly linear section, known as an α sec-

tion. This streches from about the 12
��

to the 26
��

species

with the synanthropic flies collection and from about the

9
��

to the 16
��

species with the drosophilid flies collection

(Fig. 1). It is suggested that the shaping of that section

reflects congestion of two species groups. Some species,

which possess the biological potentials to be abundant in

favourable conditions, have a medium sized population

under the existing conditions. Other species are truly rare,

but their populations are much larger than usual, mostly

due to chance (Papp 1993b). The good fit of the results

and the observability of the α section in the groups under

study assure that the observed sensitivity relations are

rather general.

As mentioned in the methodological section, we pre-

sent the tables with the original sensitivity data and the

sensitivity profiles (Figs. 2-3) as well. Tables 1-2 show

that the sensitivities relating to some of the leading fre-
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quencies are particularly large with both collections. As a

consequence, significant differences in index values are

to be attributed to an astonishingly low number of species.

Beginning with the discussion of the general traits of sen-

sitivity profiles, let us take as a typical example the sensi-

tivity profile of the H index, based on the frequencies of

the synanthropic flies. Sensitivity relating to the largest

frequency 1442 is ∆�� = - 0.8721 (the point [log 1442;

-0.8721 /∆���] has been omitted from the sensitivity pro-

file). As compared with other sensitivity values relating

to the frequency set, the absolute value 0.8721 is rather

large. Index response ∆�belonging to the second largest

frequency 244 is also negative, but its absolute value is

quite small. That is, just a slight increase of that frequency

also decreases the Shannon diversity (i.e., increases the

degree of dominance in the multispecies population con-

cerned). However, in this population the species involved

rates as a nearly indifferent or quasi-neutral one. (In a

sense, the smallest frequencies should also be taken for

nearly indifferent ones.) The index response relating to

the third largest frequency 218 is already positive. That is,

the slight increase of that frequency increases the diver-

sity. However, the sensitivity is small, and in this popula-

tion this frequency should also be considered a nearly in-

different one. Index sensitivities relating to all further

frequencies are also positive. Thus, on that basis, we can

define in the population dominant and subordinate fre-

quencies, whether the increase of the frequency con-

cerned yields an increase or decrease in the diversity. (The

expression dominant frequency is frequently employed in

the ecological literature without a clear definition.) As for

the positive index responses, the largest value belongs to

frequency 85. Consequently, the relative sensitivity pro-

file reaches its maximum value 1 at log 85. As for smaller

frequencies, the sensitivity rapidly decreases. However, it

should be noted that even the five percent increase of (the

Table 1. Species abundances or frequencies and basic sensitivity data for synanthropic flies. *: the value representing ∆���,

+: the corresponding relative value is not shown in the profile.
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continuous form) of frequency 4 results in almost as great

an increase in the diversity, as does the identically propor-

tionate increase of frequency 244 (Table 1). Moreover,

the index response relating to frequency 1 is also signifi-

cant, as compared with sensitivity relating to the second

largest frequency (Table 1). Naturally, all of the latter sen-

sitivities are small as compared to the largest sensitivity.

Considerable experience with earlier sensitivity stud-

ies and comparison of the sensitivity profiles in Figs. 2-3

and data in Tables 1-2 lead us to suggest that a charac-

terisation of the sensitivity conditions for a fixed data set

should take account of the following sensitivity parame-

ters:

• parameter a: the number of the dominant frequen-

cies,

• parameter b: the number of frequencies between

those to which belong the maximal positive and

negative sensitivities ∆��� and |∆|���, respectively,

• parameter c: the value of ∆���,

• parameter d: the sensitivity ∆� relating to frequency

1,

Table 2. Species abundances or frequencies and basic sensitivity data for drosophilid flies.* and + as with Table 1.

Figure 1. Decreasingly ordered species

abundances on logarithmic scale. a:

synanthropic flies, b: drosophilid flies.

a
b
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• parameter e: the ratio |∆|��� /D(n).

By inspecting the results in Tables 1-2 and the figures

one can establish that the sensitivity conditions depend,

among others, on the frequency set. On the other hand, for

a fixed frequency set the above sensitivity parameters cor-

relate. This has in part a theoretical basis. For example,

for the E� (m = 2, 3, …) indices, we reported earlier (Izsák

1996) that by increasing m, the abscissa of the intersection

of the profile and the horizontal axis positively correlates

with the abscissa of the maximum site. This involves a

positive correlation between sensitivity parameters a and

b.

To determine whether parameters a, b, c and d corre-

late in the present case as well, we summarised these char-

acteristic sensitivity parameters for each diversity index.

Indexing the parameters by the diversity index concerned,

the data of the synanthropic flies yield:

a���� > a��� > a�> a�� , b���� > b��� > b� > b�� ,

c���� > c��� > c� > c�� , d���� > d��� > d� > d�� .

With Drosophilidae the ordering provides the same result,

with the exception that a��� > a���� and c��� > c����. The

result suggests a general positive correlation between the

sensitivity parameters a – d.

In the case of the sensitivity parameter e=|∆|��� /D (n)

e� exceeds e��� with both frequency sets: e����> e� >

e��� > e�� . On the basis of the observed correlations, we

can identify the index sensitivity for a fixed data set by a

single parameter, say, by the number of the dominant fre-

quencies (parameter a). Then, as outlined above, we can

Figure 2. Sensitivity profiles, synan-

thropic flies. Relative partial sensi-

tivities (∆��/∆���) are plotted against

frequencies n�. Symbols: �: E� in-

dex, �: Shannon index H, �: E��

index, �: Hill index N���. Points not

shown in the graphs, E�: (3.16,

-8.535); H: (3.16; -31.598); E��:

(2.34; -3.646); (2.39, -4.277), (3.16,

-27.308); N���: (3.16, -70.985),

(2.39, -7.418), (2.34, -6.224), (2.08,

-2.014).

Figure 3. Sensitivity profiles, droso-

philid flies. Symbols as in Fig. 2.

Points not shown in the graphs, E�:

(2.49, -1.989), (2.63, -6.727); H:

(2.37, -1.903), (2.49, -3.863), (2.63,

-7.839); E��: (2.37, -2.404), (2.49,

-3.121), (2.63, -4.328); N���: (2.37,

-3.17), (2.49, -5.038), (2.63, -8.427).
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say that the increase of sensitivity correlates with the in-

crease of sensitivity parameters b – d, and possibly e.

Note that the observations clearly indicate that H de-

pends on changes in the leading frequency to a lesser de-

gree than do E� and the Gini-Simpson index GS. This has

been mentioned in the literature treating such numerical

experiments (Magurran 1988, chap. 4) as well. However,

our results show that H is also quite sensitive to changes

in the leading frequency.

Having concluded the formal statistical analysis, we

touch upon some ecological considerations. The quantita-

tive sensitivity analysis presented above provides answers

to the following questions:

• To what extent does the frequency of the most abun-

dant species determine the value of diversity?

• Does a slight increase in the species abundance of a

given species increase or decrease the diversity? On

this basis one can identify the dominant and subordi-

nate group of species relating to the diversity index

used.

• What is the number of those large frequencies which

practically determine the index value?

• Which are the species in a community the abun-

dance of which can be altered to a small degree

without causing an essential change in diversity (so

called nearly indifferent species)?

• Furthermore, we should add that Pielou (1979) has

suggested that the effort required to identify and

count microscopic or taxonomically difficult organ-

isms is high with regard to the usefulness of the

achieved diversity estimates. Pielou recommends a

method for estimating the diversity on the basis of

the abundances of the three most abundant species.

Clark (1992) recommends extending the method to

the n most abundant species, discussing results with

n = 2, 3, 4 and 5. However, this author also does not

suggest a plausible value for n. With the knowledge

of the sensitivity conditions obtained by our sensitiv-

ity analysis, it is easy to specify the number of the

species or largest frequencies, to which diversity cal-

culations should be restricted. For example, in the

treated collections of synanthropic flies and of

Drosophilidae, this number for H is 1 and 3, respec-

tively.

Owing to the determining role of some large frequen-

cies, in a wider sense, all species with smaller frequencies

rate as nearly indifferent species. This fact is somewhat

disappointing, as an early concept of diversity suggested

that the diversity index value is a joint product of numer-

ous species abundances in a community. The outlined

quantitative method shows that this is decidedly not the

case.

All of these methodological possibilities can facilitate

the development of a more flexible means of repre-

sentation with respect to the relations between changes in

the community structure and diversity.
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